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Constructed in a record time
Kusch+Co has furnished the international waiting areas at the Beijing Airport with its
upmarket Airport Seating.

The construction of the new international Beijing Airport was
completed in a record time of nearly four years. As scheduled,
the airport was officially inaugurated in September 2019. With over
260 international airports on its reference list, Kusch+Co contributed to the airport’s successful completion in its capacity as a
global player in the field of airport seating.
The international waiting areas at the new Beijing Airport offer
an exceptional experience to its passengers thanks to the new
benches from Kusch+Co. This company, specialized in furnishing
contract environments, delivered and installed 3,700 seat units of
its upmarket bench series 8000 (Design by Studio F. A. Porsche)
right on time. Kusch+Co is reputed to be a world-wide expert in
the field of design-oriented, upmarket seating geared towards
public environments
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About Kusch+Co
In order to stay fit for the future, companies have to be able to adapt
and reinvent themselves over and over again – this credo also applies
to Kusch+Co. Since January 2019, this formerly family-owned business
in the third generation is part of the Nowy Styl Group. They develop
individual seating and interior design solutions geared towards future-oriented contract environments. They live and breathe high quality
and a passion for design. Through its revamped portfolio, Kusch+Co
not only reacts to the changes of the modern working world, but also to
the new standards in the healthcare industry and to the current requirements in airports and transit sites. The co-operation with upcoming
and renowned designers is an integral part of the corporate culture at
Kusch+Co, and forms the bedrock of their expanding portfolio, which
comprises several award-winning series.
www.kusch.com
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